
 

 

 

  

NFC Forum approves Micropross digital test tool 
Lille, 31 July 2013 – Micropross, a leading supplier of test equipment for the smartcard, RFID and NFC industry, 

announced earlier today that their NFC Forum digital test tool successfully passed the NFC Forum validation 

process, and is now listed as an NFC Forum approved test tool.  
The Micropross NFC Forum digital test tool implements all test cases and sub-cases defined by the NFC Forum 

(more than 1300) and allows NFC device manufacturers, as well as chip manufacturers, to verify the 

compliance of their products with the NFC Forum specification requirements. Furthermore, this tool is also 

deployed at NFC Forum authorized certification testing labs, making it possible to perform pre-certification 

testing of products before submitting them for official certification testing.  
Philippe Bacle, president of Micropross, declared: “Micropross has always supported the NFC technology by 

designing innovative test solutions, such as protocol analysers and conformance platforms. I am delighted by 

the successful validation of our NFC Forum digital tool, which demonstrates the quality of our solution. I am 

also extremely proud that this validation has been achieved in a very short timeframe, clearly showing our 

overall knowledge of the technology.”  
The NFC Forum digital test solution is part of Micropross Contactless Test Station product, which opens the 

unique possibility to users to perform ISO (analog, digital), EMVCo (analog, digital), and NFC Forum (digital, 

and soon analog, LLCP, SNEP) conformance testing. Only Micropross is able to bring their customers such wide 

coverage for contactless testing, based on a common hardware and testing platform.  

  

 

 

Established in 1979, Micropross is the leading company in the supply of test and personalization solutions for the business of 
RFID, smartcard and NFC. Our company is driven by a spirit of innovation and dedication to customer care. Less stress, less 
complaints, better business. As simple as that! No matter which challenge you are facing, Micropross is able to answer, in the 
most efficient, elegant and accurate manner. 

  

 

   

 

http://www.micropross.com/emailing/c.php?ec=2&l=dHl7uYe4gm9k&i=ZGRmlWWWamxk&t=ZA&e=nZWjyaPClJ+UnsxykcWXqtGg2qWc0qFix9OiZaur&u=m6iq1GqSYK6qp5OfmcWkptKm1KSmkZaj0ZM&v=6

